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Showcasing results arising from a collaboration in high pressure coordination chemistry between CAMIC, RMIT University, Melbourne, Australia and the Universities of Nottingham, Manchester and Cardiff in the UK.

Aurophilicity under pressure: a combined crystallographic and \textit{in situ} spectroscopic study

Using X-ray crystallography, Raman spectroscopy, Hirshfeld surface analysis and DFT calculations, we have identified the greatest pressure-induced contraction of an aurophilic interaction observed for any Au(I) complex. Our results point to the possibility of manipulating such interactions further through a combination of chemical modification and high pressure.

As featured in:

Aurophilicity under pressure: a combined crystallographic and in situ spectroscopic study†

Alice E. O’Connor,a Nedaossadat Mirzadeh,*a,b Suresh K. Bhargava,b Timothy L. Easun,c Martin Schröder*a,d and Alexander J. Blake*a

High pressure crystallographic studies on [1,4-C6H4(PPh2(AuCl)2)] (1) reveal the largest pressure-induced contraction of an aurophilic interaction observed for any Au(i) complex; Hirshfeld surface analysis and Raman spectroscopy reveal the presence of several types of intermolecular interaction, which play an important role in the behaviour of 1 as a function of pressure.

The term aurophilicity refers to the tendency of Au complexes to aggregate via the formation of weak Au–Au bonds.1 The aurophilic interaction is comparable in strength to moderate hydrogen bonding, making it of particular interest in the formation of supramolecular structures held together by relatively weak interactions.2 The binding energy of aurophilic interactions is 20–60 kJ mol⁻¹,3 whilst π···π interactions are considerably weaker. Typical Au···Au interatomic distances for Au(i) complexes, elemental gold and gold clusters fall in the range 2.5–3.2 Å and are shorter than the sum of the van der Waals radii for two gold atoms (3.32 Å).4

Although evidence for the phenomenon of aurophilicity is derived principally from the wealth of knowledge provided by crystal structure analysis, the nature of the Au–Au interaction has been the subject of many pioneering computational studies. Aurophilicity may be described as a correlation effect enhanced by relativistic effects.5–7 The correlation contribution of the binding energy has been predicted using local second-order Möller–Plesset perturbation theory (LMP2) in model dimers (A–B) of type [X–Au–PH₃]₂, (X = H, Cl), revealing the equal contribution of van der Waals (A → A', B → B') and ionic excitations (A → A', B → A').8 Interestingly, extended calculations at the CCSD(T) level and dispersion-corrected density-functional theory have emphasized the role of the method of calculation, and suggest that relativistic effects do not corroborate the change in aurophilicity, but ultimately increase the ionization potential of the Au centre.9,10

Chemical modification, i.e., bond variation by ligand substitution or modification, is the established method for the manipulation, control and fine tuning of aurophilic Au(i) interactions in linear complexes of type [Au(L)n].11 However, chemical modification restricts the ability to manipulate solely the aurophilic interactions, due to the concomitant changes in other chemical bonds and groups around the Au(i) centres. The steric requirements of ligands affect the way in which the molecules pack, with bulkier groups reducing effective packing of molecules. In the absence of steric constraints crystal packing is determined primarily by the presence of the Au···Au contacts perpendicular to the gold–ligand axis: Au(i) complexes of primary phosphines form elongated chains of Au(i) centres, while secondary and tertiary phosphines generate binuclear species.12 A comparative study of the crystal structures of [AuI(PPh₃)] and [AuI(PMe₃)] revealed dimer formation in the latter through Au···Au contacts that are significantly shorter than in the former.13

Surprisingly, although high pressure crystallography offers a more versatile method of controlling and investigating aurophilic interactions by forcing Au(i) centres closer together, its potential remains largely untapped, as evidenced by the very small number of such reports in the literature. The single-component molecular metal [Au(tmdt)₂] ([tmdt = trimethylenetetrafulvalenedithiolate]) reported by Kobayashi et al. in 2009 was the first crystallographic study of the properties of a gold complex as a function of pressure, although it features S···S rather than Au···Au contacts.14

The first systematic high pressure study into the relationship between aurophilicity and luminescent properties of Au(i) complexes appeared in 2014 with a series of four trimeric pyrazolate-based complexes.15 The observed red shifts of their luminescence on increasing pressure were correlated with changes in aurophilicity in these systems. In contrast, the lack of emission in complexes
incorporating the sterically-demanding diphenylpyrazolato ligand was attributed to the absence of intermolecular aurophilic interactions under pressure, precluded by the bulk of the ligand. There is a general scarcity of high pressure studies of coordination complexes,\textsuperscript{16} not just of Au(i) species. As part of our focus on the chemistry of organogold complexes,\textsuperscript{17} we were interested in investigating the influence of pressure in modifying aurophilic interactions in $[1,4$-$C_6H_4$($PPh_3$(AuCl))$_2]$ 1, a representative of a significant class of phosphine Au(i) halides which demonstrate significant luminescence.\textsuperscript{18} Properties such as emission are highly sensitive to the nature of the Au$\cdots$Au interaction. Herein, we present the first high-pressure study for this family of Au(i) complexes, in which we employ pressure to investigate the nature of the Au$\cdots$Au interaction in a controlled manner not possible using conventional synthetic chemical substitution approaches. As a complement to our crystallographic approach,\textsuperscript{19} Hirshfeld surface analysis, theoretical calculations and high pressure Raman spectroscopy of 1 were employed to advance our understanding of the effects of pressure on this model complex.

At ambient pressure, 1 crystallizes in the monoclinic space group $C2/c$ with one half of the molecule defining the asymmetric unit and the central phenyl ring lying across an inversion centre (Fig. 1). The P-Au-Cl subunits have the expected linear geometry, P1-Au1-Cl1 179.11(8)$^\circ$, and their disposition is close to mutually orthogonal. The P centre adopts a slightly distorted tetrahedral geometry with Au-P-Cl valence angles slightly larger than the ideal tetrahedral values. The Au1-P1 and Au1-Cl1 distances are 2.2256(16) Å and 2.2725(17) Å, respectively, and all these bond lengths and angles are comparable to previously reported values.\textsuperscript{20} At ambient pressure, the three-dimensional packing of the molecules of 1 involves long intermolecular interactions, including of types H$\cdots$H, C-H$\cdots$π, Au$\cdots$Au and π$\cdots$π, all of which play important roles in the behaviour of 1 under pressure. Adjacent molecules of 1 orientate themselves in a mutually trans arrangement, giving rise to the π$\cdots$π interactions seen in the molecular packing (Fig. 2).

When 1 is placed under pressure there is, as expected, an overall compression of the unit cell parameters and volume with increasing pressure (Fig. S1, S2 and Table S1, ESI†). The unit cell volume contracts by 796.87(8) Å$^3$, from 2769.37(8) Å$^3$ at ambient pressure to 1972.5(2) Å$^3$ at 106.2 kbar, an overall compression of 29% and comparable to that seen in other high pressure studies of gold(i) complexes.\textsuperscript{15} The rate of compression decreases with increasing pressure, with the unit cell volume decreasing by 14% over the first 19.6 kbar, but only by 15% over the next 86.6 kbar, consistent with the remaining van der Waals space becoming much more difficult to compress. Fitting a third-order Birch–Murnaghan equation of state (Table S3, ESI†) gives a bulk modulus of 8(13) GPa for 1, comparable to other “soft” materials such as Ru$_4$(CO)$_{12}$.\textsuperscript{21}

Anisotropy is clearly present in the rate of contraction of lattice parameters $a$, $b$ and $c$, with overall compression being 9.3, 8.6 and 14.4%, respectively, over the pressure range studied. The smooth compression of all of these parameters (Fig. S1 and S2, ESI†) implies that there is no significant reorganization of the molecules as a function of pressure.

The structural changes with increasing pressure were investigated and selected bond lengths and angles are shown in the ESI† (Table S2). Over the pressure range studied, the bond distances and angles shift from their original values, resulting in the overall compression of the molecules to a denser, close-packed structure (Fig. S3, ESI†).

The presence of several types of intermolecular interactions is of particular interest in 1 and they are all affected significantly by pressure. The Au$\cdots$Au interactions lie parallel to the $c$ axis, which is consistent with the greater degree of compression observed in this direction. In contrast, the π$\cdots$π interactions are not aligned parallel to any of the principal axes. At ambient pressure, the distance between Au centres in adjacent molecules is 3.6686(5) Å, corresponding to a relatively long Au$\cdots$Au contact and longer than the sum of the van der Waals radii for two Au atoms (2.9 Å) (Fig. S4, ESI†).\textsuperscript{3} As pressure is increased, the aurophilic interaction shortens by 0.6132(13) Å, from 3.6686(5) Å at ambient pressure to 3.0554(12) Å at 106.2 kbar (Fig. S4, ESI†). The shortening of the Au$\cdots$Au interaction is accompanied by the expected ligand bend-back, as observed in the deviation from linearity of the P1-Au1-Cl1 angle: the value of 179.11(8)$^\circ$ at ambient pressure falls to one of 172.62(13)$^\circ$ at 106.2 kbar.\textsuperscript{22} To the best of our knowledge, over the pressure range studied this is the largest pressure-induced contraction in the length of an aurophilic interaction in any Au(i) complex. CSD database searches (Fig. S5 and S6, ESI†) reveal that an Au$\cdots$Au separation of 3.0554(12) Å lies at the lower end of the range of reported values for Au complexes studied at high pressure. Despite its shortness, there is no

![Fig. 1](image1.png)  
**Fig. 1** Structure of 1 comprising two asymmetric units related by a centre of inversion, at ambient pressure. $H$ are atoms omitted for clarity and only the atoms of the asymmetric unit are labelled. Displacement ellipsoids are drawn at the 50% probability level.
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**Fig. 2** Packing arrangement of 1 at ambient pressure showing (a) π$\cdots$π interactions, which are highlighted by a blue circle and (b) aurophilic interactions, which are highlighted by a red ellipse.
indication that an Au–Au chemical bond has actually formed: this would require the Au···Au distance to fall below 2.9 Å in order to lie within the sum of the covalent radii. The decreasing response of the Au···Au distance at the highest pressures suggests that this criterion would not be achieved for 1 even at substantially higher pressures.

\( \pi \cdots \pi \) interactions also play an important role in the behaviour of 1 at high pressure. The centroid–centroid distance between adjacent phenyl rings related by a crystallographic two-fold axis is 3.728(3) Å at ambient pressure, decreasing by 0.695(7) Å to 3.031(6) Å at 106.2 kbar (Fig. S4, ESI†). The rate at which the \( \pi \cdots \pi \) interaction contracts decreases with increasing pressure, falling by 8.2% from its original distance over the first 19.6 kbar, whilst a compression of only 11.5% is observed over the next 86.6 kbar. In contrast, the rate at which the Au···Au interaction contracts is more consistent (4.4% and 13%, respectively) over the same pressure ranges. 1 exhibits extensive ring overlap between adjacent phenyl rings even at ambient pressure, and this overlap increases with increasing pressure (Table S4 and Fig. S7, ESI†). The enhanced overlap of the adjacent phenyl rings and the significant shortening of the \( \pi \cdots \pi \) interaction with pressure severely restrict further compression of the molecules beyond 106.2 kbar. At this pressure the phenyl rings are so close [centroid–centroid distance = 3.031(6) Å] that the \( \pi \cdots \pi \) interactions become clearly repulsive in nature, thereby preventing the formation of shorter Au···Au interactions.

Excluding the short Au···Au distance we have identified, there are no close Au···Au contacts below ca. 8 Å at ambient pressure or below ca. 6.5 Å at 106.2 kbar.

Hirshfeld surface analysis of the surfaces and contacts for 1 reveals the presence of several types of intermolecular interaction; the number of different contacts increases with pressure (Tables S5 and S6, ESI†). At ambient pressure, there are few close contacts (represented by the red areas in Fig. 3a). The most pronounced red area can be assigned as a \( \pi \cdots \pi \) interaction with an adjacent molecule. As expected, with increasing pressure more close contacts (red areas) appear on the surface as the molecules are forced closer together. The additional red areas can be assigned to whole range of different intermolecular interactions but the most prominent areas relate to \( \pi \cdots \pi \), C–H···π, \( \pi \cdots \pi \), C–H–H interactions as highlighted in Fig. 3b. These prominent red areas show excellent correspondence with the shortening of the intermolecular interactions; it is not just the Au···Au and \( \pi \cdots \pi \) interactions that shorten considerably.

The fingerprint plots at ambient pressure and 106.2 kbar show a large surface area compared with previously reported examples,25 and these span a large range of distances from 1.2 to 2.6 Å at ambient pressure and 0.8 to 2.2 Å at 106.2 kbar (Fig. 4), suggesting that several types of intermolecular interaction are present. It is noteworthy that the shape and position of these plots also changes with increasing pressure. By 106.2 kbar, the position of the whole plot has shifted considerably to shorter distances, confirming that a denser, more close-packed structure is formed at higher pressures. The shapes of the plots at 106.2 kbar and at ambient pressure are clearly different (see Fig. S9–S13, ESI†). At ambient pressure, there are two spikes at the top left and bottom right of the plot, which correspond to the shortest C–H···π distance of 2.845(6) Å at ambient pressure. Notably, these spikes are not present in the fingerprint plot at 106.2 kbar, suggesting that other interactions now dominate the crystal packing. The spike along the diagonal at 106.2 kbar suggests the presence of close head-to-head H···H contacts. Supporting evidence is available in the crystallographic data, where H···H interactions occupy the same plane (Fig. S8, ESI†). The length of this H···H interaction decreases from 2.54 Å at ambient pressure to 1.94 Å at 106.2 kbar.

DFT calculations were carried out on a model of 1 in order to provide insight into the energetics associated with the intermolecular interactions between two molecules of 1 as a function of pressure. At ambient pressure, the bonding energy \( \Delta E_{\text{bond}} \) is \(-22.91\) kJ mol\(^{-1}\), indicative of an attractive interaction. Beyond 19.6 kbar, \( \Delta E_{\text{bond}} \) becomes positive and increases to 86.0 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) at 106.2 kbar (Table S7, ESI†), confirming that repulsive energies contribute more to \( \Delta E_{\text{bond}} \); this result is consistent with the increasing difficulty of compressing the van der Waals space at higher pressures.

In order to further characterize the response of 1 to pressure, Raman spectroscopy was carried out in a DAC. Jones et al. reported the vibrational frequencies of triphenylphosphine gold(i) halides and assigned the bands at 329 and 182 cm\(^{-1}\) to \( \nu (\text{Au–Cl}) \) and \( \nu (\text{Au–P}) \) stretching modes, respectively. Raman investigations of 1 showed a characteristic vibration at 160 cm\(^{-1}\) which shifts linearly to higher energy with increasing pressure (Fig. S18, ESI†); this can be tentatively assigned as a \( \nu (\text{Au–P}) \) stretching vibration.
[Fig. S19, ESI†]. There is also a strong band at 330 cm⁻¹ which can be assigned as ν(Au–35Cl) (Fig. S20, ESI†), while the shoulder at 323 cm⁻¹ is characteristic of ν(Au–37Cl). Again, this band shifts linearly to higher energy with increasing pressure, consistent with the observed compression of the bond length at similar pressures (Fig. S18, ESI†). Aromatic ν(C=C) stretching frequencies can be assigned to the features at 1587 cm⁻¹ which similarly shift slightly to higher energy with increasing pressure (Fig. S21, ESI†).²⁷ Perreault et al. found evidence for the presence of aurophilic interactions in Au₂ dimers from Raman spectroscopy:²⁸ their extensive study suggests that ν(Au₂) frequencies lie between 30 and 200 cm⁻¹ depending on the ligand substituents, the metal–metal distance and the metal–metal force constants. In the Raman spectrum of 1 (Fig. 5) there is a strong peak at 110 cm⁻¹ that shifts to higher energy on increasing the pressure, which we tentatively assign as ν(Au₄). This peak is in good agreement with literature values²⁹ and behaves in line with Perreault’s observations of increasing ν(Au₂) frequency with decreasing Au···Au distance across a range of gold dimer complexes. More notably, using Perreault’s calculations and our peak positions to predict the force constants and hence the dimer complexes. More notably, using Perreault’s calculations and our peak positions to predict the force constants and hence the dimer complexes.

We have shown that high pressure crystallography offers a means to manipulate and modify the aurophilic interactions in Au(i) complexes, beyond what is feasible by chemical substitution. We can thereby investigate the Au···Au interaction in a controlled manner. We have also confirmed that the application of pressure can have major effects on these aurophilic interactions. A combination of structural control via high pressure crystallography and structural design by chemical modification offers a potential future route to greater compression of the Au···Au distance, allowing the controlled formation of Au···Au bonds that can be characterised both structurally and spectroscopically.

We can thereby investigate the Au···Au interaction in a controlled manner. We have also confirmed that the application of pressure can have major effects on these aurophilic interactions. A combination of structural control via high pressure crystallography and structural design by chemical modification offers a potential future route to greater compression of the Au···Au distance, allowing the controlled formation of Au···Au bonds that can be characterised both structurally and spectroscopically.
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Notes and references

19. Crystallographic information for 1 at different pressures can be found in Table S1 (ESI†) and in CCDC 1429742–1429755.